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Introduction
This document contains a report of the different options that have been analysed to create the
Stars4all
Marketplace
and
the
link
to
the
final
selected
option.
(https://shop.spreadshirt.es/Stars4All/ )
In domains that are similar to citizen science, such as open source (which sell a certain idea of
Freedom) or non-profits, marketplaces have been used to create a community image (vis-à-vis other
communities Choi et al., 2015) and help finance project activities (e.g. conferences).1 Nevertheless,
few citizen science projects make active use of merchandising (Wiggins and Crowston 2014), which
in order to make a recommendation to the Stars4All project regarding the strategic use of a
marketplace, pushes us to analyse in some detail why this is the case.
The purpose of this article is thus to make a recommendation regarding the use that Stars4All can
make of a marketplace. To do this, we provide a brief analysis of the different merchandising
options opened to Stars4All by surveying the citizen science landscape. After this initial survey, we
recommend the most appropriate way for Stars4All to have a marketplace by suggesting that it
should serve a marketing purpose and, later, a financial one.
Given these two objectives, we propose to outsource those goods that are commonly sold (e.g. tshirts) against which it is difficult and time-consuming to compete (thus hindering our ability to
profit from these goods in the first place). However, the goods that cannot be outsourced (e.g. the
photometer) should be sold specifically by us since they are innovative, benefit the project’s image
of cutting-edge science, and require custom assemblage anyway. The photometer should thus be
marketed as a differentiating good which can result in an interesting revenue stream by itself and
contribute to establishing the community brand image of innovation and science.

Situational analysis
There is little literature regarding the use of merchandising to support citizen science. Yet, the
domain of non-profits, charities, and open source projects is close enough to that their usage of
merchandising can be useful to Stars4All. Similar to charities (Hoefer, 2012), science is currently
undergoing an economic crisis (additional to the legitimacy crisis that started in the 80’s) (Irwin et
al., 2013; Jones and Irwin, 2013). Within this backdrop of crisis, new ways to secure finance and

1See

Canonical’s shop: https://shop.canonical.com/

remain sustainable are being tested and implemented, and marketplaces is one such way (Zhang
and Swanson, 2013).
Nevertheless, despite the potential use of a marketplace, merchandising is difficult. Ubuntu, for
example, one of the most commercially successful Linux distributions has had an active
marketplace for years, but with mitigated success.2 If a public-traded company such as Canonical
has difficulties with its marketplace, it is questionable that a non-profit would be successful where
they have not. It can also be argued that the marketplace can become just one (small) revenue
stream, but that can complement other financial channels. Further action should be taken to
understand why merchandising is not commonplace within citizen science projects.
Merchandising is not necessarily only to create another revenue stream. Selling goods such as tshirts often appeal to the individual motivations of participants (Barraket, 2005), especially
utilitarian aspects of their motivation (Baldus et al., 2015), but also helps creating a communitarian
feel for the project by tying individual members to the overall project identity (Choi et al., 2015).
Following von Krogh et al. (2012), utilitarian motives are just one aspect why people give their time
and money away to socially responsible projects. Indeed, they suggest that participants involve
themselves in such a way that their desire for social change aligns with the project to which they
contribute, opening the door to studying concerns that are longer-term than the immediate
realisation of utilitarian needs.
Such a finding—that participation is based in a large part on the belief that a project has a longterm effect on social concerns—fits with studies of online brand development, of which
merchandising is an aspect. Merchandising can provide a way for participants to bridge their shortterm motives of utilitarian participation (e.g. showing that one is part of a project), and the longterm sustainability of a project that aims to effect some social change (e.g. one feels that the project
will remain active through one’s participation).
Two objectives appear behind the use of marketplaces: either as (hopeful) revenue generation or as
a way to develop an image. Which merchandise corresponds to what objective?

The different purposes of the Stars4All marketplace
Before carrying out an analysis of citizen science stores or those from project in related domains
such as non-profits, we study the objectives behind creating a marketplace, what types of goods we
are likely to sell, and why. Selling different items will have an impact on how the Stars4All store
could be setup.

2https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bLoIVeYaNCs7a6nhy18Aa8U4W7C5LsMpFzoGjA4awBA/

edit

From the definition of the project it becomes apparent that Stars4All has two distinct merchandise
offerings: ‘normalised’, promotional goods (e.g. t-shirts, mugs, etc.); and state-of-the-art goods (e.g.
photometers). These two types of goods have their own suppliers and communicate different
images. Promotional goods have competitive, well-known prices while the photometer involves a
large, up-front, innovative research and development effort that needs to be put forward clearly.
The egg (an air-pollution meter) does this effectively by designing a website around the product
(instead of being designed around the project of measuring air quality). Additionally, the
photometer is positioned not only to attract revenue, but also to facilitate data gathering (e.g.
sustaining community involvement).
In sum, we have the following items to sell, and we can divide them along certain categories:
1.

T-shirts;

2.

mugs;

3.

caps;

4.

hoodies;

5.

stickers;

6.

signed reports;

7.

informative leaflets;

8.

badges;

9.

digital certificates of membership;

10. ‘save

a star’;

11. posters;
12. magazines;
13. Photometers;
14. Calibrated

photos

We can further break these items into several categories. One such categorisation divides goods
between physical and digital goods:
Physical
15. T-shirts;

Digital
25. digital

certificates of membership;

16. mugs;

26. badges;

17. caps;

27. ‘save

a star’;

18. hoodies;
19. stickers;
20. signed

reports;
leaflets;
22. posters;
23. magazines;
24. Photometers;
21. informative

Table 1: physical vs. digital goods
Another classification pits differentiated goods with commodities:
Commodities

Differentiated items

28. T-shirts;

35. digital

certificates of membership;
36. badges;
37. ‘save a star’;
38. Photometers;
39. Magazines;
40. signed reports;

29. mugs;
30. caps;
31. hoodies;
32. Stickers;
33. posters;
34. informative

leaflets;

Table 2: commodities vs. differentiated items
And yet another classification:
No stock required

Stock required

41. T-shirts;

53. Photometers;

42. mugs;
43. caps;
44. hoodies;
45. Stickers;
46. posters;
47. informative

leaflets;

48. Magazines;
49. signed

reports;
50. digital certificates of membership;
51. badges;

52. ‘save

a star’;

Table 3: goods requiring stocks vs. those that do not
The positioning of these inherently different market offerings can be problematic and almost each
item has a different use or different needs. By mixing these different types of goods together, on the
one hand, we run the risk of drowning the unique message behind the photometer by displaying it
alongside normalised goods. On the other hand, by proposing a mismatch of products in the
marketplace, some which unique and innovative along normalised goods, we risk putting the
marketplace in a role that is too dominant, shadowing other, more established ways of funding (at
least in citizen science projects), which could have an important incidence on the other revenue
streams.
Instead, we can imagine two types of marketplaces. One in which the photometer, is shown to be
our ‘star’ product , with which many of the scientific measurements will be carried out, and another
‘support’ market positioned to generate a community feeling. In addition, given the unique offering
of the innovative photometer, it can drive particular revenue margins and should have a prominent
place and not be one item within the other low-tech products. To emphasise the importance of the
photometer, we recommend that it be sold separately and its design be given particular relevance.
In the meantime, we will analyse a common route for citizen science projects and non-profits to set
a marketplace up by analysing the different ways in which similar projects carry out their
merchandising.

Merchandising in citizen science projects and related domains
The use of marketplaces in citizen science projects is not common yet (Wiggins and Crowston
2014). We identify five citizen science projects and note the average base price of t-shirts; the main
item sold through these of stores (see table 1). T-shirts are usually the main item to be sold because
they are easy to customise and one of the most common items to be worn (which thus provides
advertising and communicates a message). We also look at two successful non-profits, a field
similar to our own.

Table 4: Citizen science stores alongside the supplier method and the average prices of sold t-shirts
in each store.
Given that the base price of t-shirts revolve around €13 (average from Zazzle and Spreadshirt, two
of the largest Print-On-Demand (POD) platforms), on average, the stores listed in table 1 make
approximately 30% of profit on every t-shirt sold.
The projects surveyed had different levels of integration of the store. Some were well-integrated
(though requiring many clicks to get there), with a clear message communicated regarding the use
of those funds. Others, such as CosmoQuest, seemed completely removed from it and part of a
parent project (Astrogear). This took much confidence away regarding the use of generated profits.
The air quality egg is a project that revolves entirely around its product and is marketed as a highend, data generation machine, driving high-prices and on which a successful crowdfunding
campaign has taken place.
The two non-profits analysed (WWF and UNICEF) both had stores and donation pages. Donations
are always advertised first and visitors are asked to become members of the Foundations. Yet both
had stores; that of the WWF had a more traditional one with t-shirts and image products. UNICEF,
instead, was more focused on goods that would serve an immediate purpose (e.g. a water-pump or
sterilisation equipment). This creates a connection between the donor and the actual equipment
that is going to be used. Both cases, however, highlight that the store is in the background, but that
donations and membership are considered the best options to donate. This is not surprising since
these non-profits see most of the money donated, while goods need to be produced by 3rd parties
which involve costs that will not fund the projects directly. The profit margins, thus, are much
higher in the form of direct donations.
[Recommendation 1] We recommend Stars4All to integrate the shop clearly within the project’s
message and communicate how the funds generated from this stream are used. The marketplace
should not shadow other revenue channels.

Marketplace actor analysis
Setting a marketplace up on the Internet involves a number of different actors (and sometimes all
of them). We will consider: (a) platforms with which we can outsource the whole process (except
design); (b) websites which propose PODs services; (c) marketplaces which offer dropshipping
services; (d) online stores.

Outsourcing to specialised platforms
A number of platforms specialised in offering merchandising options are popular with designers,
especially when starting up. These platforms offer an easy and extremely fast way of creating a
shop: the designer uses the web-app’s tools to put her designs on various merchandising, provides
a store name and a bank account. These platforms then take care of the rest: they calculate the
taxes, deal with store-related security issues, returns, translated stores depending on geolocalisation, provide multiple payment systems, have existing deals with dropshippers (reduced
shipping costs).

Websites with POD services
There are two types of PODs which differentiate themselves depending on whether they offer a
global, integrated service or not by acting as dropshippers. Dropshippers are middle-men who have
extensive networks of partners to be able to deliver very few items on-demand, without requiring
stock management. For example, a local shop receives the order for one t-shirt and sends it to the
dropshipper (sometimes this step can be automated), which takes care of the rest (e.g. printing,
packaging, and delivery). Some PODs have managed a wide alliance of print-on-demand partners
and delivery solutions, and can help scale a marketplace from one country to all the continents
seamlessly, with advantageous service prices (we will call them GPODs for global PODs). Other
PODs–usually understood to provide more quality goods–are smaller and while many send goods
worldwide, the delivery costs are much higher because the printing takes place in their offices
(we’ll call them LPODs for local PODs).
Examples of well-used, widely recommended GPODs:
● Zazzle (US-based)
● Spreadshirt (EU-based)
● TeeSpring (US-based)
Examples of well-recommended LPODs:
● Inkthreadable (UK-based)
● Printful (US-based)
● Printaura (US-based)
No highly recommended POD website could be found that serviced in Spain. Most likely, PODs are
local, with little e-commerce integration (e.g. designs have to be sent via email with no tools to

preview how it would look on a t-shirt). Getting such a service in Spain would thus require
manually searching for local partners via word of mouth and enter into a closer relation than the
aforementioned web platforms require.
The way these sites work is by putting a base price to items sold and, in the case of LPODs, an added
cost of transportation depending on the delivery point.

Stocked marketplaces
Stocked marketplaces are webs which either require the seller to have stock or can become
warehouses and delivery agents for the seller. Perhaps the best and most known actor is Amazon
which can, if chosen also fulfill orders in the whole of Europe (the rest of the world will be subject
to other conditions on their other sites, thus requiring us to duplicate item listings). For every item
sold, Amazon Marketplace takes a cut in the order of 15%. Given that we have to print and send the
item to Amazon’s warehouses, the costs of basic items like t-shirts can quickly escalate. For
example, a t-shirt that costs 12€ to print and send to Amazon, will be sold at 14€ plus
transportation costs that, for Amazon are lower, but could potentially push the total selling price at
close to 20€.

Online stores
Online stores are third parties which specialise in e-commerce platforms. Most provide payment
options, web customisations, forms to fill. The most advanced ones also provide services with their
own partners, such as providing plugins with PODs or dropshippers. Depending on the store and
the subscription service chosen (all are subscription based unless opting for open source models),
will give more or less liberty in how to set the visual store and access customer data. In effect, these
stores function also as Customer Relation Management systems (CRMs).
A number of options are recommended:
●
●
●
●

Shopify, the leading online store
Woo Commerce is a plugin to a Wordpress site, particularly useful given that we already use
Wordpress and it will be the likely platform of choice.
Open Cart (open source option requiring implementation)
Magento

Analysis
We analyse three choices: PODs, dropshippers, and ‘home-made’. We consider a number of points
to analyse the three options and recommend the most appropriate one:

P1: integration with the website to promote visual identification;
P2: less effort required to setup and maintain;
P3: focus on running the shop;
P4: ease of installation and maintenance;
P5: be in control of profit margins;
P6: usable marketing data;
P7: customer personalisation.
These points focus on two different aspects: time required to configure the shop (P2, P3, P4), brand
coherence (P1, P5), and marketing potential (P6, P7). We choose these three aspects because they
are critical when considering setting up a shop and they polarise the various options along these
two choices. If we do indeed choose to spend time and focus on making the best shop possible, then
we need to divert resources that would otherwise be spent on other matters (e.g. marketing
campaigns, events, etc.). After a brief analysis, Kiviat diagrams summarise the advantages in light of
the key criteria where 0 fulfils a criterion the least and 3 the most.

Constraining factors
A number of constraining factors will influence the results of the Kiviat diagrams and that need to
be taken into account when a particular option is chosen:
● Ownership of the store
● Security of the store
● Openness of the store to the project’s initiatives
● Support given to the initiatives to market their products
● Volume of sales
Ownership of the store refers to the person who maintains and runs the store. In the case of a
bespoke store, this means that someone needs to take customer orders, package them, update a
CRM, printing an invoice, and sending the packet. When new products are designed, the person has
to take list them on the website and deal with customer relations, answering questions related to
the availability of products.
It also means that, beforehand, the website is customised with handpicked payment options and
that these are maintained with security patches. Privacy issues must also be considered and if we
were to create our own store, we would have to make sure to comply with regulations.
An issue that needs to be resolved is whether project initiatives should be able to control aspects of
the store related to their own products, or whether they should be encouraged to have their own.
This is a difficult situation given that the community image is at stake if commercial transactions

take place. We would thus need, in the case of de-centralising store ownership, monitor that
customer orders are met.
In the case that the store is centralised, but in which project initiatives are encouraged to use it for
marketing opportunities, we must decide whether the listing updates of project initiatives is the
responsibility of the store owners.
Lastly, we must consider the marketplace is considered as a revenue stream or as a marketing tool.

Option 1: Third-party print on demand (POD)
PODs are an easy way to quickly set a shop up: a tool is used to upload a design and add it to a
specific product along some coordinates; the rest—including order management—is managed by
the POD site. There is a large number of PODs nowadays with hundred of competing artistic
designs. In this sense, it will be difficult for a project to expect sales from PODs directly, especially
given the throughput of prolific designers (the largest amounts of sales happen for a restricted
amount of designs).
POD sites enable consumers to buy custom-made apparel and accessories based on the design
made by sellers. Because the print is on demand, there is no volume requirement. This is
particularly useful when designs and apparels are not the main source of income, but instead act as
a way to promote the image of the community.
The way PODs work is that for every item bought, they pay you a commission. For example,
Spreadshirt allows you to design a t-shirt with a particular logo for a base price (at time of writing,
this was €13). To this amount, we can choose be paid a commission. For Spreadshirt, the
commission varies between €0 (no profit) or €15 (for a t-shirt, this represents a commission of
almost 100% of the base price).
The way PODs can be used is simple: a design is uploaded and we can choose a price above a set
price (called the base price). The amount we choose beyond the base price is our commission and
depending on the POD, we have a range of prices we can choose. PODs tend to recommend 15%
commission, others 30%. The price can vary between 0% and 100% of the base price, however, but
the more the price is inflated the less sells we are likely to have. Given the brief situation analysis,
the citizen science projects surveyed put the prices at 30%.
There is an additional caveat: the seller is only paid if a certain threshold of sales has been achieved.
This is generally sufficiently low that it is not a problem. For Spreadshirt, for example, this is €10.
The threshold means that, if we sell a t-shirt at 20€ which has a base price of €15€, then we have
made (excl. VAT) €5€. We would need two sell two shirts for any profit to be made.
Because of the payment threshold, we should expect to generate revenues from the store only when
the project has a sufficient profile that it receives a high level of Internet traffic and is seen as an

established brand. Otherwise, specific campaigns can be created that are accompanied with sales of
specific, purpose made goods (e.g. an anniversary).
Advantages:
•

Rapid product creation (no need to study multiple suppliers for each product)

•

No need to manage customer relations

•

Quick to setup (requires little time to setup)

•

Can roughly integrate with a custom website

•

Deals with payment transactions

•

No inventory management

•

PODs work with low prices

•

No shipping management (PODs have deals with local suppliers depending on the world
region, driving prices down)

•

PODs usually have translated stores given the country of origin (this is a requirement for
selling to some EU countries (e.g. Spain))

•

No calculation of VAT from our part

•

Almost no risk (of the store does not work, there is no financial cost and little opportunity
cost)

Disadvantages:
•

No coherent branding (lose visual image)

•

Cannot ‘connect’ with clients

•

Shop integration to website is poor

•

Reliant on commissions (no complete liberty on price)

As figure 1 shows, this option maximises the time-criteria, while distracting from the brand by
having a shop on another domain.

Option 1.5: Internal website + PODs (LPODs)
Dropshippers are relatively new on the scene and take advantages of new printing techniques to
that makes it profitable for suppliers to deal with low-levels of production. The way dropshippers
work is through plugins which they have created and interact with established e-stores. When a
sale is made in a store, the dropshippers receive the order, print it out, and dispatch it with our
brand printed in the packages.
This is a middle option between PODs and home-made, and give us an important control over
quality, allowing us to have personal relations with our clients. Nonetheless, this option requires us
to implicate ourselves wholly in the functioning and maintenance of the store. If the store makes no
or little profit, the risk is higher than PODs (but not as high as the home-made option).
There is the additional technological difficulties: we would be responsible for providing and
maintaining payment reception, email confirmation, etc. Integration can take place with 3rd party
tools (e.g. Shopify, Woocommerce), but this is extra work that someone will have to maintain.
Wordpress is notorious for hacking attempts, putting a store maintained by us would put extra
pressure on updating, etc. Even though 3rd party tools can make this step easier, we would still be
responsible for updating them and making sure that critical vulnerabilities are patched in our
server (if indeed we have a server in our possession, seeing the website it might well be that the
domain belongs to Wordpress, not us).
Advantages:
•

Orders can be placed automatically to the dropshipper (through a plugin to e-stores)

•

Complete control of brand (packaging under our name)

•

No inventory management

•

No commission or minimum sales

•

We control the quality directly (change dropshippers if unhappy)

•

Good store integration

•

e-stores are also translated depending on origin country

•

Acceptable risks if store work well and generates profit

Disadvantages:
•

We have to deal with quality control if a customer is unhappy

•

We have to deal with the maintenance of the store (e.g. payment security)

•

We have to update and maintain the e-store to avoid security problems

•

More complicated to set-up from scratch (for some, we have to formally contact them)

•

We have to deal with adding specific VATs on country of origin

•

Little presence in Spain

•

We need multiple dropshippers depending on world region (otherwise prices skyrocket)

•

Need some dedicated staff

Figure 2 summarises this option’s fulfilment of the analysis criteria and shows that this option
provides a middle-ground between PODs and home-made in terms of time and community image.

Option 3: Bespoke
The ‘home-made’ option is the traditional way of selling supplies: we contact specific suppliers to
print our designs, we store the goods, we calculate the price, we take payment, and we ship them.
This option requires us to spend a lot of time studying the market, contacting with manufacturers
and supplies, but allows us to retain control over the branding of our products.
The home-made store is relatively traditional: we contact suppliers, we set an e-store, we inform
our suppliers of orders made, we calculate the price, we send the goods, we follow-up with our
clients.
Advantages:
•

Complete control over the relation with clients

•

Control over quality

•

Control over prices

•

Complete brand, shop, and site integration

Disadvantages:
•

We deal with every aspect of the process

•

Highest opportunity cost if store generates little revenue

•

We calculate all prices

•

We setup and maintain the store and put security measures in place

•

If the product is made or assembled in Spain, we have high level costs for shipment anywhere
else unless we find people to assemble the product in other regions

•

Slowest to setup, must contact each supplier personally

•

Needs dedicated staff on multiple aspects (customer relation, IT, supply-chain management)

Figure 3 suggests that this option maximises brand image, but requires a lot of work, both initially
and in time.

Option 4: Internal website around the product + 3rd party
marketplace with stock management
The option of using an internal website around differentiated products like the photometer and the
calibrated photos in an early stage and later a 3rd party online marketplaces with stock
management is interesting, especially if we consider the use of the Amazon marketplace, a wellestablished actor that inspires confidence and with which many people already have accounts. Such
a marketplace allows us to outsource most of the work, except that we would need to have some
stock in their warehouses, and thus, deal with some form of LPOD. This is a particularly good option
for the sales of differentiated goods such as the photometer that do require stock.
Advantages:
●
●
●

Can be setup relatively quickly
Such marketplaces have an important brand
We don’t have to deal with security issues

They have a large distribution network
●
No need to manage customer relations
●
No shipping management
●
Little risk involved (deals automatically with lack of stock)
Disadvantages:
●

We have to deal with some form of stock management
●
We have to find partners to produce the items
●
We have to find ways to send products to the 3rd parties for distribution
●
Cannot ‘connect’ with clients
●
Shop integration is not optimal
Figure 4 suggests a middle-ground solution that provides some ease-of-use, focus on the shop,
while being able to reach customers in meaningful ways.
●

[Recommendation 2] We recommend an approach that scales the marketplace in response to market
needs. As such, an early marketplace should be setup as quickly as possible as a marketing tool. Once
differentiating goods are developed by the project, these will warrant time and effort spent on an
internal website around the product and 3rd party online marketplace approach (option 4).

Summary
Our recommendation is that the costs of the home-made store outweigh its benefits. Even the use of
dropshippers requires a dedication to the store that is warranted only if it is tied to specific
marketing campaigns that encourage or emphasise the store as the project’s principal revenue
stream. However, since stores are not established ways of generating revenue for citizen science
projects, we run the risk of competing against other, more profitable and established revenue

streams (which are also more useful to engage and retain citizens). It is a question of avoiding
sending the wrong message: that you need to spend money or buy-in to merchandising to
participate to the project. For these two reasons, we recommend that the store for normalised
goods be a low-key place in which we clearly indicate that any revenue goes to the support of the
project’s mission and that it is one way to contribute financially to the project (thus distancing
financial participation from more involved contributions such as data input or membership
statute). In this way, we can position the market for engaged citizens which want to take their
participation to the next level and become sponsors of the project (see the marketing plan). The
idea then is to focus the marketplace as a way to develop our community image rather than solely
on revenue creation.
Our recommendation can change once we have more precise data and have been able to research
the effects of proposing a marketplace and merchandising to contributors (potential or otherwise)
we will be in a better position to propose specific ways in which we can get more involved with the
store. As it stands, and given the little attention given to merchandising for citizen science projects,
we conclude that resources should follow other priority actions (e.g. encourage citizen
engagement).
This recommendation applies to the normalised goods. The photometer, requiring a specific
assemblages process already has dedicated staff to its design and promotion, and thus the store can
be set to highlight this as the innovative product that it represents, allowing us to have higher
return margins than ultra-competitive markets such as that of t-shirt design (communicating
clearly that the project reverts all profits to the project and that alternative ways can be pursued for
those who do not have the means to buy an assembled product, thus inciting confidence in the
project, see the marketing plan). The difference between selling the photometer is that, first, given
its innovative nature it needs to be assembled by us and thus cannot be outsourced, and second,
that it is a product that differentiates us from the competition and helps us generate interest and
citizen participation (and thus we want to be particularly involved with customer relations
associated to this product).
To conclude, the normalised goods and the expected low initial sales do not warrant specific
attention from the project at the beginning, but the photometer both deserves and requires it. Thus,
once the processes for the sale of the photometer are put in place and that experience in handling
the store has been gathered, if field research indicates that there is demand for normalised goods,
then we should study alternative options to GPODs and investigate option 3 and 4. We thus have to
recommend that, at first, we aim for a marketplace which we can use as a marketing tool, to move
towards more involved options later on. A hybrid model of several LPODs (e.g. one per continent),
an internal website around products and an Amazon online marketplace for photometers and
calibrated photos makes sense. In this way, we will benefit from a personalised store, customer
data, and Amazon’s distribution network and stock management facilities, arriving at a middleground solution for all the goods we could sell.
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